Terms of Use
It costs ten times more to govern us than it used to,
and we are not governed one-tenth as good. -Will Rogers
To All TMI-America.com Web Site/Web Page Users
All TMI-America.com web pages are created and supported by a person who
embraces and supports, 100% without question, ...
The Constitution of the United States
http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html
Unlike many of the “Marxist Libtard Demoncraps” in the USA, who took an oath
to that effect when becoming our Congressional Legislators and "heads of state",
and who were voted into office to represent us based on that very same
Constitution, but then turned a blind eye to the Constitutional Rights of the very
same voters and citizens of this nation shortly thereafter, and repeatedly do so to
this very day, the admin of this domain will defend the Constitution to the utmost
of their ability.
If YOU bother to read that Constitution, which hardly anyone ever does, YOU will
come across a list of specific and very LIMITED POWERS that govern what
those who represent the citizens of this nation may or may not do concerning the
creation of laws and other matters. For example, Article I, Section 1, clearly
states, "All legislative POWERS herein GRANTED shall be vested in a Congress
of the United States, WHICH shall consist of a Senate and House of
Representatives."
YOU will note that any and all powers of Congress must be "herein GRANTED"
before they may be exercised by anyone within said Congress. That is a very
important and key clause which was placed at the very beginning of this
constitutional document for a very important reason. And that reason is because
the founders of the United States of America knew that people who hold
positions within government invariably exceed their authority any and every time
they are given a chance.
Power corrupts. And absolute power corrupts absolutely.
A few sections further within the Constitution, it outlines one of the very LIMITED
POWERS therein GRANTED, which applies, indirectly, to this web domain and to
YOU, anyone who may connect to this domain server via their own computer or
device(s) in order to ATTEMPT to replicate any web page files or other data
(files) onto YOUR own computer or other device(s) (see below).
The Constitution spells out within Section 8, paragraph 8, this particular POWER.
That paragraph clearly states that Congress has the POWER, "To PROMOTE
the Progress of Science and USEFUL Arts, by SECURING for limited Times to

Authors and Inventors the exclusive Rights to their respective WRITINGS and
DISCOVERIES;".
The admin of this domain has capitalized some of the key words in the preceding
information so that YOU will take clear note of them.
YOU should note that Congress was granted very clear and very limited
POWERS based on this particular POWER clause. Congress was given the
POWER to devise ways to PROMOTE (not restrict) PROGRESS within two very
LIMITED realms: SCIENCE and USEFUL ARTS. And any such POWERS to
SECURE the associated RIGHTS (for example, by keeping Authors’ and
Inventors’ Rights within their own control or away from the control of others),
furthermore, were only to be applied or to be made applicable for "limited Times"
and only to the Authors' and Inventors' "Writings and Discoveries".
However, at some point in time, those within Congress, on several occasions,
have decided that they are above the law and that they have or had POWERS
beyond those GRANTED and LIMITED by this Constitution or this section
thereof. Thus, they have formulated certain laws, known as "Copyright" laws and
"Patent" laws and various other laws, rules, and regulations, which they claim
they had the POWER to formulate. But they did NOT; at least not in the form
they were generated. A great majority of these laws and statutes, which were
drafted and passed in Congress and which have been marketed to everyone
within our country, for years upon years thereafter, are, in fact, "unConstitutional". And, as a result, many within their legal professions have also
been mentally corrupted and have devised uninformed legal opinions, as has
much of the citizenry of the world, and have been misled about such laws and
they have assumed that these ill-gotten laws are somehow enforceable when, in
fact, they are not, should such laws ever be challenged within the highest courts
of the land, such as the U.S. Supreme Court (SCOTUS).
Another related issue, concerning the internet, centers on the technical aspects
of the system. When anyone sets up a computer or device with software and
operating parameters designed to SEND data (files) or electro-magnetic energy
(see below) responses to other computers or devices, such as a “server”
sending data to a “client”, based on information or data requests, such as a
request for a web page, which is then freely sent back upon such a request,
THEN all data (files) sent have been sent without any limitations being imposed
PRIOR TO the fact. The actual act of setting up and operating an OPEN and
UNSECURED “server” and then sending data (files) to any requesting “client”,
bar none, is an act, action or reaction of the server’s owner or operator taken
based on their decisions and their decisions alone. Any data (files) or
transmissions SENT FROM the “server” TO the “client” WITHOUT ANY PRIOR
LIMITATIONS OR SECURITY OR ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS (such as a
logon requirement to be allowed past a firewall and/or a requirement to accept
limitations or conditions prior to continuing communications beyond a certain
point) must be freely given and freely received by the very mutually embraced
and technical relationship of such “server” owner and operator and such “client”
owners and/or operators.

This is no different than when a person decides to install a telephone at their
home or business and when the phone rings the person answering the phone
then says, “Hello.” The owner of the phone freely decides to establish its use
and operations. The person answering the phone freely decides to utilize the
telephonic technology, the phone, and allows its operation. They freely decide to
answer any incoming calls. And they freely decide to send a message
composed of sound waves, converted to electro-magnetic energy, through the
speaker’s system to the caller who then takes those freely sent electro-magnetic
energy signals and converts them back into the sound or word, “Hello.” Once the
person answering decides to answer and utter the word, “Hello”, they have given
that electro-magnetic energy, and the results of it, to the caller (free and clear).
And the caller is under no obligation to compensate the person answering said
phone nor are they bound by any restrictions, implied or otherwise, prior to or
while receiving the message and acting upon it, recording it, or rejecting it... at
all.
It is, therefore, the opinion of the person(s) who owns and operates this domain’s
web server(s) and who has created the data (files) accessible by YOU, via such
server(s) (just as is the case with any other servers of anyone else, likewise
devised, thanks to current internet technology), that all such data (files) are public
domain in nature. Any data (files) accessible via this/these server/servers, which
have been offered for the taking, due to the very fact that they have been
presented upon an open network and made free for the taking, any time they are
exposed without any measure of security, are just that... free for the taking.
Thus, any property or associated rights YOU or anyone else may think people
have concerning the electro-magnetic data (files) sent from a server operated as
such, or by YOU, or by anyone else, is/are nothing less than community shared
resources for all who are allowed unsecured access. And, for this reason, any
claim that others may only be allowed limited use of them, based on some
"copyright" laws or other limitations, is extremely questionable.

TECHNICAL/LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS
Data (files) on computers is (are) composed of protons, neutrons, electrons
(forms of matter) and electro-magnetic energy harnessed and organized within
computers and similar devices (i.e. generated on electro-magnetic devices). This
matter is not "Writings" nor is it a "Discovery". It is matter and energy, found
everywhere and for all time throughout the natural universe; plain and simple. It
is not, therefore, something which Congress, or anyone else, may be granted
any POWER over; assuming YOU are able to understand the laws of nature and
physics and YOU are able to read and understand The Constitution of the United
States.
That said, if YOU or anyone else reads, visualizes, becomes aware of, is effected
by, thinks about or uses the information, data, matter or electro-magnetic energy
within YOUR own computer or other device(s) and, as a result, YOU claim that

this domain and/or its admin has in some way violated YOUR rights because
YOU generated said information, data, matter or electro-magnetic energy within
YOUR own particulars or device(s), because YOU voluntarily connected your
computer or other device(s) to this domain’s server, via the internet or otherwise,
we at this domain claim that YOU have done so of YOUR own free will (just as
we all do so of our own free will) and should only do so as long as YOU
understand what it is that YOU are doing (including any possible intended or
unintended consequences of YOUR own actions).
The admin of TMI-America.com also suggests that YOU not make any false
claims against them in terms of copyright violations or other possible
infringements of YOUR rights, if any, should YOU choose to connect to said
domain’s server, access our electro-magnetic data (files), or otherwise transmit
electro-magnetic data (files) to YOUR computer or other device(s). Everything
YOU do (transmitting and/or reading web page files, looking at images on YOUR
computer’s or device’s display, etc.) is YOUR OWN responsibility.
Do not attempt to claim some harm due to YOUR OWN actions or activities
and/or YOUR OWN voluntary connection to a server owned and operated by
TMI-America.com’s admin, or anyone else, which is also allowed by same only
because said admin is willing to share their powers that be with others using the
technology created by others who are, in fact, the AUTHORS and INVENTORS
of the world that are referred to within the Constitution.
IN CONCLUSION
TMI-America.com’s admin, therefore, allows others, such as YOU, to connect to
and transmit all electro-magnetic data (files) without any limitations or controls
(expressed or otherwise) beyond those limitations imposed on all citizens of the
United States by The Constitution of the United States. Likewise, the reverse is
also true.
In short, it goes both ways.

